More than a drainage fluid: the role of CSF in signaling in the brain and other effects on brain tissue.
Current progress in neuroscience demonstrates that the brain is not an isolated organ and is influenced by the systemic environment and extracerebral processes within the body. In view of this new concept, blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are important body fluids linking extracerebral and intracerebral processes. For decades, substantial evidence has been accumulated indicating that CSF modulates brain states and influences behavior as well as cognition. This chapter provides an overview of how CSF directly modulates the function of different types of brain cells, such as neurons, neural stem cells, and CSF-contacting cells. Alterations in CSF content occur in most pathologic central nervous system (CNS) conditions. In a classic view, the function of CSF is to drain waste products and detrimental factors derived from diseased brain parenchyma. This chapter presents examples for how intra- and extracerebral pathologic processes lead to alterations in the CSF content. Current knowledge about how pathologically altered CSF influences the functionality of brain cells will be presented. Thereby, it becomes evident that CSF has more than a drainage function and has a causal role for the etiology and pathogenesis of different CNS diseases.